PATIENT/DETAINEE TRACKING

For public safety, the stakes couldn’t be higher—people’s lives are at risk. RAPID TAG EVAC and TRACK APP are two Salamander solutions proven to improve patient and detainee tagging and tracking. On-scene and off-scene managers need situational awareness to mobilize resources, prepare for large groups of patients and detainees, and improves successful family reunification. Salamander fills the void and bridges the gap between on-scene and off-scene data sharing and planning.

RAPID TAG EVAC

Quickly create patient and detainee IDs to easily TRACK family connections, individual location, destination, and special needs, while increasing interoperability between response agencies.

• Create patient and detainee IDs in a matter of seconds
• TRACK patients and detainees for chain-of-custody
• Inform shelters, evacuation / detention centers, and medical facilities of incoming detainees and patients
• Send information to Salamander tracking solutions to create a common-operating picture and increase situational awareness
• Information stored in SalamanderLive™ for accurate reporting
• Identify family members for easy family reunification

TRACK APP

• ICS tracking of patients and detainees
• Scan existing triage TAGs or Salamander TAGs
• View and edit high-level patient and detainee information
• View patient and detainee activity history
• View common operating picture with other TRACK solutions
• Automatically updates SalamanderLive for accurate reporting
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